TERMINOLOGY OF THE DIVINE GAP - GOD

READ THE COWBOY’S COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENTS FIRST, PLEASE.

IN TRYING THE EXPLAIN HOW LEUKOCYTES COMMUNICATE OR HOW THE ELECTRONS OR PHOTONS COMMUNICATE IN ALAIN ASPECT'S PROOF OF BELL'S THEOREM OR HOW BAXTER'S PLANTS KNOW OR HOW DNA PICKS UP A PERSON'S ATTITUDE - ONE HAS GREAT DIFFICULTY IN USING STRAIGHT FORWARD TERMS THAT PEOPLE CAN UNDERSTAND.

MATTER DOES NOT EXIST - IT IS ALL ENERGY - RIGHT? WRONG!!

MATTER SPENDS ONE HALF OF IT'S TIME IN THE VOID - WHAT IS IT DOING THERE? AND WHAT KIND OF ENERGY STATE IS THAT PLACE? OBVIOUSLY NOT AN ENERGY FORM THAT ONE CAN MEASURE - THEREFORE, MATTER IS NOT ENERGY DURING THAT PERIOD OF TIME.

TIME: ALL TIME IS SIMULTANEOUS. SAI BABA CAN SEE THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE LIVES OF EVERYONE HE MEETS. THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE ARE ALL RIGHT NOW. IN THE 2-D UNIVERSE THIS IS CORRECT. SO, WHAT KIND OF ENERGY EXISTS OUT THERE? CERTAINLY NOT VIBRATIONS OR ANY KIND OR CYCLES PER SECOND - THERE ARE NO SECONDS, MINUTES OR HOURS OUT THERE. SO, HOW DOES ONE SEE ANY TIME LINE WHAT-SO-EVER OUT THERE? WE WILL COME TO AN ANSWER - - -

UNFORTUNATELY, EVERYBODY IS STUCK ON THIS TERM "ENERGY", WHICH IS IMMEDIATELY INTERNALLY TRANSLATED TO VIBRATIONS AND THAT IS WRONG!!!

SO, WHERE IS MATTER WHEN IT IS NOT HERE? THE STANDARD ANSWER IN PHYSICS IS THE ZERO POINT OR THE NULL. OK? WHERE IS THAT? AND, HOW DO THINGS OPERATE THERE?

IT IS OBVIOUS THAT WITHIN THE NULL THERE ARE SYSTEMS OF "ENERGY" BECAUSE PEOPLE DIE AND COME BACK, THEY TRAVEL ASTRALLY TO THESE PLACES. AND, FURTHER: LEUKOCYTES, PHOTONS, ELECTRONS AND DNA ALL SEEM TO BE CONNECTED TO THIS ALTERNATE "ENERGY" FIELD. ONLY THIS "ENERGY" FIELD IS NOT VIBRATIONS, BECAUSE THAT IS IMPOSSIBLE (VIBRATIONS ARE DEPENDENT ON LINEAL TIME). SO, "ENERGY" IS THE WRONG TERM, NOW ISN'T IT?

SO, IS THIS NO ENERGY PLACE THE ZERO POINT? OBVIOUSLY NOT BECAUSE THINGS ARE GOING ON THERE - THERE IS NO ROOM FOR THINGS WITHIN A ZERO POINT. THEREFORE, ZERO POINT IS SERIOUSLY NOT CORRECT TERMINOLOGY. MAYBE WE CAN LOOK AT THE ZERO POINT IN MEN'S MINDS,
AS BEING THE PLACE WHERE THEIR LOGIC AND REASON GOES TO ZERO - BUT FOR MATTER AND "ALL THAT IS" TO BE MANIFEST FROM OR WITHIN A ZERO POINT IS RIDICULOUS. SO, THE TERM ZERO POINT IS MIS-LEADING.

ARJUNA RIGHTLY NOTICES THE PLACE FROM WHICH THOUGHT EMANATES AS BEING NOTHING SIMPLY BECAUSE IF YOU CAN NOTICE THAT YOU ARE THINKING THEN THERE MUST BE A PLACE IN YOU THAT DOES NOT THINK AND HE LEADS PEOPLE INTO THE REVELATION THAT NOTHING IS EVERYTHING, WHICH IS TRUE TO A CERTAIN EXTENT, BUT OBVIOUSLY SOUNDS A BIT DAFT. SO, WE CAN SAFELY SAY THAT NOTHING AND ZERO POINT AND ENERGY ARE WHOLLY INAPPROPRIATE TERMS FOR THIS ALL PERVERSIVE FIELD FROM WHICH ALL THINGS SPRING. WHICH MEANS THAT WE HAVE TO BE MORE CAREFUL WITH OUR TERMINOLOGY AND, MOST IMPORTANTLY BECAUSE THESE TERMS DO NOT PAINT A CLEAR IMAGE IN PEOPLE’S MINDS. HOW ARE WE GOING TO GET TO GOD WHEN THE IMAGE IS CLOUDY?


THEN WE HAVE THE BIG BANG WHICH FORMED UP AS AN ANU, WHICH OPERATES AS A TWO DIMENSIONAL CONSTRUCT DESPITE THE FACT THAT IT IS VERY MUCH THREE DIMENSIONAL TO THE EYE.

THEN, THESE ANUs MIRROR OFF ACROSS THE VOID, ULTIMATELY CREATING TORROIDS/DONUTS, WHICH ARE THREE DIMENSIONAL. WELL, WE DON'T NEED TO KNOW MUCH MORE ABOUT THE 3-D WORLD AND BESIDES, THE PURPOSE OF THIS ESSAY IS TO ARRIVE AT MORE USEFUL TERMINOLOGY FOR WHAT THE 2-D UNIVERSE IS ALL ABOUT.

THERE ARE LOTS AND LOTS OF 2-D HAPPENINGS IN THIS WORLD THAT WE JUST IGNORE. LIKE ANY NORMAL FIELD CROP CONTAINS ROUGHLY 10 TIMES MORE MAGNESIUM THAN IS LEACHED OUT OF THE GROUND AND THE CHICKEN THAT PICKS UP MICA AND APPARENTLY CONVERTS THIS SILICON BASED MATERIAL TO CALCIUM EGG SHELLS AND, THE MANY REPORTED
HEALING EFFECTS OF 2-D LIGHTS – LASERS, MONOCHROMATIC, POLARIZED AND INERT GAS LIGHTS LIKE RIFE’S ULTIMATE BEAM RAY TUBE.

MOST IMPORTANTLY WE HAVE SUPER CONDUCTORS THAT FLOW ENERGY FOREVER WITHOUT RESISTANCE AND LEVITATE IN THE PROCESS. THIS SUPER CONDUCTING PHENOMENA IS THE MOST TELLING OF HOW THE UNIVERSE IS CONSTRUCTED AND HOW THE 2-D FIELD WORKS. AND, THEY APPARENTLY FLOW THE LIGHT OF LIFE.

THE POINT BEING THAT IN THIS PART OF THE UNIVERSE THE ZERO POINT, THE NOTHING, THE NULL ZONE AND SPACE ARE REALLY A TWO DIMENSIONAL FIELD. NOW, IN ORDER FOR THERE TO BE TWO DIMENSIONS THERE HAS TO BE A GAP IN BETWEEN THE PLANES OF EXISTENCE. AND, IT IS THIS GAP THAT CONNECTS EVERYTHING, SO WHAT DO WE CALL IT???

WELL WE SURMISE THAT IN THIS GAP THAT THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS ARE PARALLEL AS OPPOSED TO BEING AT RIGHT ANGLES TO EACH OTHER. WE KNOW THAT VIBRATIONS DO NOT EXIST IN THIS GAP. WE KNOW THAT ALL THINGS EMANATE FROM THIS GAP. SAI BABA MANIFESTS TONS OF STUFF OUT OF THIS GAP ON A DAILY BASIS AND DOES MIRACULOUS HEALINGS IN HIS SPARE TIME. WE COULD CALL THIS GAP GOD, BUT GOD IS OBVIOUSLY MUCH MORE THAN JUST THIS GAP. AND, OF COURSE NAME GAP IS NOT GOOD; PEOPLE WOULD PROBABLY CONFUSE IT WITH GARP. BUT, IT TRULY IS A GAP. WHAT DO WE CALL THIS ALL IMPORTANT AREA WHERE PEOPLE GO WHEN THEY DIE? HEAVEN, HELL, SANCTUARY, NIRVANA, JOY, BLISS, VIRGIN, ABORIGINAL, PRIMORDIAL, CONSCIOUSNESS, BE-ING-NESS, CONDOM, KINGDOM, THE MONROE INSTITUTE CALLS IT LOCAL 2 & THEY SPEND LOTS OF TIME THERE, AND L. RON HUBBARD CALLED IT ROUTE 2, SO, WHAT DO WE CALL IT, RIGHTLY?? WHAT EVER WE CALL IT – IT CERTAINLY ISN’T NOTHING.

OK, SO GOING BACK TO WHAT WE DO KNOW ABOUT IT – IT’S ALL PERVASIVE I.E. EVERYWHERE ALL OF THE TIME. IT KNOWS EVERYTHING, BECAUSE EVERYTHING PASSES THROUGH THERE. IT IS AN ABORIGINAL ENERGY FORM, BUT IT IS NOT VIBRATIONS. IT OBEYS THE WILL OF GOD (THE BIBLE CODE PROVES THIS) AND TO A SMALL EXTENT OUR WILL, ALSO. WHEN WE ARE IN THIS GAP, WE ARE GOD AND CAN MANIFEST ANYTHING – OUT SIDE OF THIS GAP GOD IS IN ABSOLUTE COMMAND – OMNIPOTENT.

THIS IS THE ONE GOAL OF BEING HUMAN - TO BECOME ONE WITH THIS GOD CONSCIOUSNESS – ENLIGHTENED. NOW, WE COULD CALL IT ENLIGHTENED ENERGY – I WOULD AGREE WITH THAT BECAUSE ONCE IN TUNE WITH THIS ENERGY ONE WILL KNOW EVERYTHING – THE EGYPTIANS CALLED IT THE SHEFA ENERGY.
SAI Baba can speak in every language and every dialect on this planet and to any degree of detail about any subject. And, he regularly bi-locates, does miraculous healings, manifests things, walks on air etc. Baba and every religious text on this planet say that we are to become God-like – as he is – well what he says is that he wants people to be him as opposed to being like him. He, SAI Baba, and Jesus, are the image of being God-like.

Being a cowboy, I would also go along with calling this gap, being-ness, because that is what it is. What you see in 2-D is what you get in 3-D. Everything is God and thus absolute being-ness. The only way anything can be is if it gets its instructions from the God of being, which is what happens to matter when it is in the gap – it is in the gap getting its instructions from God’s dream. So, we are stuck for a name that people can understand – seems that only one name really fits – the “Divine Gap”!!!

A point that I missed above is how time appears in 2-D. Obviously, if the past, present and future exist right now, then time some how carries on to a certain extent in 2-D, but it is not lineal – one event does not necessarily follow another – not lineal. So how do we imagine time in heaven? Answer: there are sovereign sequences of events – snippets of time that are Anus. The reports of what is like out there are too numerous to mention – but what is like is what you expect it to be like i.e. your belief which is an Anu attracts that exact sequence of events – that’s how you experience the after life. All things seem to float in space as little snippets of time or individual sovereign scenarios / dreams. It is God’s dream that creates this universe.

So, there you have it: the gap is not the zero point and it is not nothing. It is within an all pervasive web/honey comb that ties everything together, but there are no vibrations out there. And, it extends infinitely beyond the aetheric web.

A last point regarding the parallel electric and magnetic components: between them is a gap – between which is gravity – which is the being-ness / glue of all things, the consciousness of all things. All things live, have consciousness and are God in total – glued together by the gap – well actually one & the same.

“Treat all things as God, because they are” everything in this realm emanates from the Divine Gap which is a uniform field!!!